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THE FUTURE IS BRIGHT
A WORD FROM OUR DIRECTOR

25 years can go by in a blink of an eye. It has been a very satisfying 
adventure, never easy, but always was worth it.
 
I first came to know TRACK in the early 1990s, when I began 
daydreaming about exploring the outback. Being a Mechanical 
Engineer I was drawn to TRACK because it clearly built the best, but 
far from cheapest, off-road camper on the market.
 
After making the decision to invest in a TRACK my family and I 
opened maps of Australia and we didn’t look back. Thinking about 
it now, they are probably some of our family’s happiest memories.

Fast forward to 1998, I found myself looking to improve our family 
camping further and my wife was keen to move away from canvas 
over the bed and the soft floor tent of our TRACK Eagle. I struck up 
a friendship with the then owner of TRACK, the late Alan Mawson, 
and we collaborated in defining the Tvan product, designing its 
iconic lines and engineering its mission critical features. A process 
that would redefine the camper trailer market.
 
By the time we first revealed the Tvan to the market it was late 1999. 
The Tvan won its first accolade as the “Camper of the Millennium”. It 
was a great honour to share the award and success with my friend 
Alan. The Tvan went on to win other awards, but more importantly it 
won the hearts and minds of a generation of adventurous travellers.

Tvan owners ultimately helped us define our company vision that 
TRACK would ‘Create & Develop RVs that Inspire Adventurers and 
Enthusiasts’ which nowadays is simply “RVs that Inspire”. 

At TRACK hardly any of our TRACK designed parts are carried over 
to the next model. We are keen to build on our legacy, but also 
don’t want to limit our ambition and risk diminishing the design 
and performance improvements each model can offer over its 
predecessor. So, what carries over is DNA, design systems, know-
how and experience.
 
From a distance every Tvan looks similar with its stand out shape 
and signature window and deck, but up close you will see that 
the MK1 and the MK5 are 25 years apart in design and materials, 
usability and tow-ability, with new iterations of our famous MC2 
Suspension.

I am proud of TRACK and I am grateful to the 
team of people who helped us build this 
business. We have always reinvested in our 
company, people and products.

Our customers understand this and can easily 
see how their feedback inspires us to make 
improvements.

We do not know what the future holds. The only 
thing certain is change and we aspire to lead in 
the technology and innovation that shapes the 
future of our industry.

Gerard Waldron
Director & Enthusiast



In 1999, TRACK entered the all new Tvan in the 
Camper Trailer of the Millennium awards held by the 
Recreational Vehicle Manufacturers Association and 
won its class.

The Tvan quickly became the industry benchmark for 
off-road reliability and functionality and has continued 
to gain industry recognition. Tvan has won multiple 
Camper Trailer of Year awards and most recently won 
the ‘Best Build Quality’ award for the MK5 Tvan.

Since 1999, the Tvan has developed a formidable 
reputation as the most reliable and refined camper 
on the market. TRACK has always listened to customer 
feedback and sought to reinvent the Tvan with new 
innovations and unparalleled engineering.

TRACK has worked hard to uphold its vision, to create 
“Recreational Vehicles that Inspire” and the Tvan is right 
at the heart of the company.

For this reason, TRACK has remained a 100% Australian 
family owned business and has ensured that the vast 
majority of components are manufactured by other 
Australian businesses.

To celebrate 25 years of Tvan, TRACK has created 
two very special FIRETAIL, limited edition models. 

The first special edition FIRETAIL echoes the 
simplicity of our MK1 (with a few modern 
luxuries!), while the FIRETAIL SPARK showcases 
our most recent innovations.

Both packages stand out from the crowd with 
striking new colour schemes and custom FIRETAIL 
decals, all while representing excellent value for 
money.



HUGE SAVING OF $5,018 OFF RRP

The FIRETAIL highlights and acknowledges the first generations 
of the Tvan, which broke new ground in performance and 
amenity by integrating only the necessary and sufficient to 
achieve a great camping experience. Another major benefit 
of these early Tvans was the unrivalled and ultra-light towing 
weight.

The FIRETAIL is designed to be the perfect step up for a 
conventional camper trailer owner. This package features a 
very desirable specification, is lightweight and represents 
outstanding value. Additionally, there is plenty of opportunity 
to select from the full range of Tvan options to upgrade and 
customise features to suit all camping styles.

FIRETAIL Special Edition is packaged with:

• Exclusive Desert FIRETAIL colour scheme including 
custom FIRETAIL DECALS

• Front boot: Equipped with two sealed lockers. The LHS 
locker comes standard with a sliding fridge drawer, 
insulation, 12V power and venting. The RHS is fitted 
with a pressure switch activated LED light.

• Diesel hot water and heating
• Jet Grey Canvas – changes all standard canvas to Jet 

Grey for a sleek and modern look
• 120W rooftop solar panel
• 25A battery charger
• 40A Redarc BC-DC
• 1x 125Ah Lithium LiFePO4 battery – Revolution Eco 

(100Ah usable, 500W total draw)
• Battery management display
• 4 x USB sockets alongside bed (2x each side)
• Roof storage system
• Side-wall storage pockets
• Under mattress liner
• 3-speed fan with timer
• Quick Cover™ Swing out awning



Additional to the standard FIRETAIL, the FIRETAIL SPARK 
Special Edition is packaged with:

• Exclusive GOLD FIRETAIL colour scheme with two other 
highlight colours to choose from

• Front boot: Equipped with two sealed lockers. The LHS 
locker comes standard with a sliding fridge drawer, 
insulation, 12V power and venting. The RHS is also 
fitted with a slide out drawer with tie down points and a 
pressure switch activated LED light. Fitment includes the 
‘drawer swap’ option making allowance for larger/longer 
fridges on the kitchen side

• Diesel hot water, heating, shower point & ensuite tent 
• Premium kitchen
• Kitchen fitted power outlets (2x 240v)
• 2 additional tent windows & vent under bed
• 1.8T suspension upgrade inc. 12” electric brakes
• Bump stops to suit 33” diameter tyres
• Alloy wheel upgrade 17×8

The FIRETAIL SPARK is a statement about the future and 
showcases some of TRACK’s most outstanding product 
innovations. These new innovations, introduced on the MK5 
Tvan, highlight TRACK’s passion for enriching your camping 
experiences.

This Special Edition Tvan is a great upgrade for existing 
high-end camper trailer owners, who have refined their 
requirements over several trips or for those who want to 
start at the top. This unit features some serious power system 
upgrades, opulent kitchen, premium wheels and class-
leading load capacity with upgraded GVM suspension and 
brakes. This is arguably the most desirable combination of 
camper trailer on the market.

HUGE SAVING OF $6,840 OFF RRP

SPARK Power Pack consisting of: 
• 2x Projecta 100Ah Lithium batteries
• Redarc 2000W Pure Sine Wave Inverter
• Redarc RedVision + Manager 30
• Redarc Rogue TVMS 40A control and distribution
• Upgraded roof-mounted 200W Solar Panel
• Updated lower body sheet-metal kit



STANDARD
FEATURES 
While each variant of the FIRETAIL’s front boots 
vary slightly – preferencing weight saving and 
simplicity in the standard version, while the SPARK 
looks to improve the overall functionality by 
providing a larger fridge slide and additional slide 
for gear storage – both can be further configured 
at time of order to suit your personal needs.

The Quick Cover awning is a testament to what makes 
a Tvan so good! It is fast, flexible and easy to use. 
 
You can set it up roadside or at a campsite to 
quickly cover your kitchen while you make lunch, 
dinner or a snack, then it disappears neatly into 
the roof top bag until next time.

Yes, you can still get the full annexe with all the 
enclosable walls and they still work brilliantly with 
the Quick Cover packed away. But in most cases, 
the speed and flexibility of this awning make it 
exceptional for daily use.



DIESEL HEATING 
AND HOT WATER
TRACKs premium diesel heating and hot water 
system is standard on both models of the 
FIRETAIL. The system utilises high quality Wabesto 
components incorporated with purpose-built 
TRACK plumbing, fuel tank and external housing 
that condenses the main components down to a 
jerry can sized unit.

This install is unique to the industry and saves 
space, weight and exposure of plumbing lines to 
the elements. On both models hot and cold water 
is available at the sink and heating inside the 
cabin.

If the ensuite tent is added (standard in the SPARK) 
the unit also comes with an external flick-mixer for 
showers.



FIRETAIL
COOKING CONFIGURATIONS

FIRETAIL Kitchen

FIRETAIL SPARK Kitchen
Occupying a 30% larger locker than the Classic 
Kitchen, the Premium Kitchen for the Tvan MK5 
features twice the bench space.

The stainless steel benchtop uses advanced 
sheetmetal techniques for a premium feel, 
including rounded edges. The powder coated, 
predominantly aluminium body makes access to 
storage a breeze incorporating many drawers for 
storage of all your kitchen needs.

The Premium Kitchen boasts a 3 burner (2×1.5KW, 
1×2.5KW) glass topped stainless steel cooktop with 
piezo ignition and matching stainless steel sink with 
flick mixer tap, draining board and cutlery drawer 
located below.

The kitchen features a single handed operation to 
lock in and out on TRACK's own design ball bearing 
runners, while the integrated windshields are 
deployed by simply raising them into position.

• Stainless topped, aluminum kitchen and 
workbench with built in windshields

• Compact weight saving design, preferencing 
space in the gear carrying locker 

• Twin burners
• Extra sturdy slideout design
 - no support legs needed
• Tunnel pantry – accessible from both sides
• Sink, electric water pump and large cutlery 

drawer 
• Hot and cold water



THE SPARK 
POWER PACK
Exclusive to the FIRETAIL SPARK or optioned on the 
standard FIRETAIL. Featuring 200Ah of high output 
lithium batteries, and 200W of roof mounted solar 
with an auxiliary input for portable blankets, the 
FIRETAIL SPARK is designed to power your daily 
necessities – like a good cup of coffee in the 
morning? or Starlink™ to check the news? 

This is all achieved thanks to a revolutionary new 
Tvan lower body design that brings all the key 
electronics together to reduce voltage drop and 
improve safety with cut off switching.

Featuring Redarc’s RedVision and the new Rogue 
Total Vehicle Management System (TVMS), the 
SPARK will have you in control, harnessing its 
power to run up to 2000W of devices at 240V, 
inside the cabin or at your kitchen.

Yes – you can upgrade your standard FIRETAIL by 
choosing the ‘SPARK Power Pack’ from the options 
list. If you’re after more lithium capacity, induction 
cooking or faster charge rates you can further option 
your SPARK with the ‘Lightning Power Pack’.  



OPTIONAL 160W 

HATCH MOUNTED 

SOLAR BLANKET 

AND FAMILy ROOM

OPTIONAL 
DRAWERS

The SPARK’s redesigned electrical system relocates the 
batteries and management systems more centrally than 
most other Tvan models, which means the SPARK now 
comes with lockable storage panniers, and a handy little 
cubby where the old control systems used to be.

TRACK also offers unique sheetmetal underbed drawers 
(lockable) to help get you organised. And there’s also an 
option to increase solar capacity by installing a 160W 
blanket on the Tvan’s rear hatch.



All TRACK RVs are built on our compact and strong 
hot dipped galvanised chassis.

Our Asymmetric Link independent suspension is 
unique. It maintains wheel contact with the ground, 
even over severe corrugations or deep washouts, 
thanks in part to the tough cross link that manages 
bump steer. 

The industry benchmark 230mm wheel travel is 
achieved by the custom springs & shockers, which 
when coupled with the front trailing arms ensure 
the van tracks straight behind the tow vehicle, even 
over the toughest terrain.

The MC2 Suspension® takes its name from the 
Australian Military specification.

‘Mobility Category 2’ is the highest performance 
rating for an unpowered vehicle. This remains 
unmatched by any other domestic trailer suspension 
system and delivers a significantly softer and flatter 
ride all round.

®



JUST ADD
LIGHTNESS?

Reducing weight without sacrificing strength and durability is a difficult challenge in a Camper 
Trailer / Caravan, but it is absolutely possible with good clever design and consideration. 
 
Because the core of TRACK’s DNA is all about weight management, the design team 
deliberately utilise lighter (and often more expensive) materials such as aluminium, 
where steel would commonly be used.

In fact, all of TRACK’s designs prioritise this methodology with custom 
aluminium walls, cabinetry and trims. As a part of the design 
update between the MK3 and MK4 model Tvan, the engineering 
team was able to remove more than 50kgs of weight, while 
providing significantly more flexible storage and bed space. 
 
Ideally and always you’ll want the lightest possible trailer 
without sacrificing comfort. - We think the Tvan has 
everyone else beat!

A difference of 500KG in weight could 
increase your fuel consumption figures by 
up to 25%. If you tow at 16L/100km on a 
trailer weighing 1500KG normally, a trailer 
weighing in at 2000KG could tip that to 
around 20L/100km.
That could cost you almost $200 extra in 
fuel alone for a return trip from Sydney to 

yOU CAN'T ADD LIGHTNESS OR
STRENGTH. IT NEEDS TO
BE A PART OF THE DESIGN
FROM THE OUTSET.

Melbourne and shorten your typical 80L fuel 
range from 500km to 400km, meaning you 
have to carry extra fuel and weight on remote 
trips to ensure you can make it between fuel 
stops.

Imagine the difference that weight would 
make on a lap of Australia!



“ “When you head outback there are certain 
brands you see more of and (the TRACK) Tvan 

is definitely one of them and it’s because of 
that build quality that reliability you get.”

Tim Van Duyl – Camper Australia Creative 
Director

“Spend any time on Australia’s remote 
Outback back tracks and Tvan is the 

camper that you’ll see time and time again. 
This Australian designed, owned and 

manufactured camper has been a leader in its 
category for over 23 years!”

Kath Heiman – CTOTY 2023 judge

TRACK is not new to winning accolades for its 
various products and indeed neither is the Tvan with 
6 industry-based awards including the “Camper 
Trailer of the Millennium” upon its release in 1999.

It was no surprise then when Tim Van Duyl (Camper 
Australia Creative Director) called to break the 
news that the Tvan Lightning had been recognised 
for what TRACK does best – “Build Quality”. 

Winning the award for “Best Build Quality” is a 
significant achievement and acknowledgment 
from Camper Australia and this too brings several 
benefits for TRACK customers: 

1. Assurance of Quality: This award signifies 
that the TRACK Tvan has been recognised as a 
camper trailer with exceptional build quality. This 
recognition gives customers confidence that they 
are purchasing a product of high standards and 
superior craftsmanship.

2. Reliability and Durability: A camper trailer with 
excellent “build quality” is expected to be reliable 
and durable. This means that the Tvan is constructed 
using robust materials and precise manufacturing 
techniques, ensuring that it can withstand the 
rigours of off-road adventures and challenging 
environments.

3. Enhanced User Experience: The “Best Build 
Quality” award shows that TRACK has paid 
attention to every detail of the Tvan’s design and 
construction. This attention to detail translates into 
a more comfortable and user-friendly experience 
for customers. They can expect thoughtful features, 
well-finished interiors, and functional spaces that 
enhance their overall enjoyment while using the 
camper trailer.

4. Longevity and 
Resale Value:
A well-built camper 
trailer is likely to have 
a longer lifespan and retain 
its value over time. TRACK customers 
can expect that their Tvan will last for decades, 
providing them with many enjoyable camping 
experiences. Additionally, should they decide to 
sell or upgrade, the recognition of the Tvans “Best 
Build Quality” will translate to a better resale value.

5. Industry Recognition: Winning an award at a 
prestigious event like Camper Trailer of the Year 
demonstrates that TRACK stands out among its 
competitors. It reflects the company’s commitment 
to producing high-quality products and its ability to 
meet or exceed industry standards. This recognition 
instils pride in TRACK customers, knowing that they 
have chosen a top-rated camper trailer.

OUR MOST RECENT 

AWARD AND WHAT 

IT MEANS FOR yOU!



K I T C H E N :

Classic Kitchen - stainless steel slide out 2-burner kitchen, 
including sink & plumbed water, 2 x 4kg gas bottles. External 
light over kitchen & 12V merit plug in kitchen locker

STD N/A

Kitchen extension shelf quickly & easily attaches to the wheel 
arch creating more space for utensils, condiments & includes 
a tea towel hanger

STD N/A

Upgraded Premium stainless-steel pull-out kitchen with 
larger prep space, easy-to-use windshield, 3 large storage 
drawers, glass-top 3-burner cook top with Piezo ignition, 
glass-top sink with flick-mixer tap (H/C), storage pockets and 
bottle opener

OPT STD $3,110

Premium stainless-steel pull-out kitchen (as above) further 
upgraded with power outlets (2x 240V). Cooktop upgrade 
from Gas to Safiery 2 Hob Induction Cooktop with built-
in 1800W and 1500W hobs (limited max draw to 2000W). 
German IGBT control, German Schott Ceran High grade black 
crystal plate and touch Sensor controls. Features: timer, child 
lock, auto off, overheat and cookware detection off. (SPARK 
OR LIGHTNING Power Packs required)

$4,710 $1,600

Kitchen fitted power outlets (2x 240v) 1 required to use 
induction hob (Premium Kitchen required) OPT STD $305

Under kitchen LED light (Premium Kitchen required) OPT OPT $115

Additional plumbed gas line with quick snap connector (for 
use with compliant "flame-failure" gas device) OPT OPT $255

S U S P E N S I O N  &  C H A S S I S :

1.8 Tonne suspension upgrade including 12” electric brakes OPT STD $1,330

Bump stops to suit 33” diameter tyres OPT STD $380

Underbody protection mudflaps OPT OPT $410

Underbody spare wheel carrier (N/A with 2nd water tank) OPT OPT $820

ARK dual wheel height adjustable solid jockey wheel upgrade OPT OPT $350

F I R E T A I L  P O W E R :

120W rooftop solar panel STD N/A

4 x USB sockets alongside bed (2 x each side) STD STD
Battery management display with bluetooth STD N/A

Inverter 350W Pure Sine OPT N/A $420

Installation of 2nd battery wiring (for future upgrade) STD N/A

25A (240V) battery charger specific for lithium STD N/A

40A DC DC MPPT charger (Redarc) STD N/A $722

50A DC DC MPPT charger (Redarc) (upgrade from 40A) OPT N/A $143

RedVision upgrade + RedVision + Manager 30 OPT N/A $2,750

1x 125Ah Lithium LiFePO4 battery - Revolution Eco (100Ah 
usable, 500W total draw) STD N/A

Additional 125Ah Lithium LiFePO4 battery - Revolution Eco 
(100Ah usable, 500W total draw). Max 2 OPT N/A $1,398

Credit for Revolution Eco Lithium battery OPT N/A -$750

1 x 125Ah Lithium LiFePO4 battery - Revolution Orange 
(100Ah usable, 1000W total draw). Max 2 OPT N/A $1,998

S P A R K  P O W E R  U P G R A D E  P A C K :

• 2x Projecta 100Ah usable, 1800W total draw
• Redarc - 2000W Pure Sine Wave Inverter
• Redarc - RedVision + Manager 30
• Redarc - Rogue TVMS 40A control and distribution
• Upgraded roof mounted 200W Monocrystalline Solar
• Updated lower body sheet-metal kit to accommodate

relocation of batteries, chargers and inverter, including
a new and upgraded wiring loom, circuit brakers and
isolation switching. Upgrade of side interior command
console to suit Rogue and RedVision system. Repurposed
rear internal battery boxes with solid lockable lids.

*This option is exclusive to FIRETAIL

OPT STD $8,769

L I G H T N I N G  P O W E R  U P G R A D E  P A C K :

Upgrading from the SPARK POWER PACK:
• 2x 250AH (400AH usable) Revolution Lithium Deep Cycle

Batteries inc. credit for existing Projecta Batteries
• Redarc Manager 75A (upgrade from 30)
• Redarc - 160W Monocrystalline Solar Blanket - Rear hatch

mounted (also portable)
*This option is exclusive to FIRETAIL SPARK

OPT/ REQ 
SPARK 

POWER 
UPGRADE 

PACK

OPT $8,502

I N T E R I O R  R E F I N E M E N T S :

Roof storage system STD STD
Side wall storage pockets STD STD
Under mattress liner STD STD
3-speed fan with timer STD STD
Additional 3-speed fan with timer OPT OPT $340

Fabric-lined bedhead OPT OPT $285

Diesel hot water & heating STD STD $5,890

Skyward™ Rear lift-up deck - for easy access OPT OPT $3,200

Bed tie-down rails (pair) OPT OPT $190

Hatch-mounted entry light (above tent door) OPT OPT $140

240V under-bed air conditioner with 2 x bed & 1 x tent vent OPT N/A $4,250

Sliding glass windows (fly or sand-fly mesh) OPT OPT $3,050

Ultimate pocket spring mattress upgrade OPT OPT $715

T E N T  &  C A N V A S  E X P A N S I O N S :

Rear insect screen (30sec setup) STD STD
2 additional tent windows & vent under bed OPT STD $765

Jet Grey Canvas - Changes all standard canvas to Jet Grey STD STD $500

Ensuite tent including shower connection OPT STD $630

Rear insect screen upgrade to full canvas OPT OPT $440

Tropical roof (in lieu of catch net) OPT OPT $550

Zip on family room tent with solid vinyl floor OPT OPT $1,400

S T Y L E :

Alloy wheel upgrade 17x8 OPT STD $1,100

Standard highlight colour BLACK 
& 

DESERT

BLACK  
& 

GOLD
SPARK exclusive colour selection (Gold or Desert or Eucalypt) N/A STD
FIRETAIL wall decals with custom 25th Anniversary branding STD STD
Safety Dave SD licence plate camera (150°) black, wired 
to drawbar and terminated in a WOZA socket for vehicle 
connection. This camera carries audio and infra-red night 
vision capabilities and is fully waterproof with an IP69 
rating. Note: customer to supply in-car hardware and wiring, 
including WOZA cable

OPT OPT $490

Customise suspension to best suit your tow vehicle 
specifications. Please be aware that not all offsets or PCDs 
can be matched and this is subject to *TRACK's terms and 
conditions. Specifically the axle position is changed to match 
rim offset, with custom hubs, studs and wheel nuts.

OPT OPT $550

T V A N - M Y 2 4 / 2 

This pricelist is exclusively for the FIRETAIL MODELS; therefore, some options 
and pricing are not available on other models. Price based on delivery, including 
registration and GST in specified state. *Saving is a discount applied to the Model RRP.

The FIRETAIL models, specifications and price points have been honed 
specifically to provide the ‘best value’ packages within the Tvan range. 

These special editions also serve as a reminder that the Tvan created its own 
product segment back in 1999, for customers seeking high quality and easy to 
use off-road campers, with real credibility embedded in the core design.

And, in essence, that’s what a Tvan has always been from the very beginning. 
TRACK engineers have always preferred ergonomic design with a ‘customer first 
approach’ placed above all other metrics including ‘price saving’ with cheaper 
components or heavier cost-cutting designs.

$78,095
*SAVE - $5,018

$88,095
*SAVE - $6,840

MK1 TVAN

MK5 TVAN

AUSTRALIAN OWNED & MADE
MULTI-AWARD WINNING
3 YEAR BODY & BUILD WARRANTY
5 YEAR SUSPENSION & CHASSIS WARRANTY
GENUINE AUSTRALIAN MILITARY HISTORY



S P E C I F I C A T I O N S :

TRACK is proudly represented by 
your local dealer THE DIRT

ALL PRICING IS BASED ON DELIVERY FROM 
THIS DEALER AND INCLUDES REGISTRATION, 
TRANSIT CHARGES, HANDOVER AND GST
NO MORE TO PAY, TOW AWAY

THE DIRT OFF ROAD CAMPERS

26 Light Cres, Mount Barker, SA, 5251
08 8391 6274
mike@thedirt4wd.com.au

*Weights are approximate and will vary naturally and will the addition of options.
Consult your local dealer for assistance regarding tow car capabilities.  

O U T D O O R  L I V I N G :

Quick Cover™ swing out awning STD STD $2,390

Quick Cover™ shade wall kit (2 walls) OPT OPT $660

Sail awning OPT OPT $460

Awning roof, kitchen end & fridge wall OPT OPT $2,170

2nd end wall (tent end) OPT OPT $380

Window upgrade per wall (end wall) OPT OPT $280

Draught skirt OPT OPT $465

Long (side) wall with 2 x windows & door OPT OPT $1,325

S T O R A G E :

LHS lockable outside pannier door (not dustproof ) OPT OPT $390

Under bed storage box 40L (each) OPT OPT $55

Under-bed drawer storage system (all 3 drawers below) - 
sheet metal construction & removable for easy packing OPT N/A $2,080

Spark & Lightning underbed drawers x2 N/A OPT $730

Maxtrax mounting pins OPT OPT $150

W A T E R :

108L water tank STD STD
Additional 70L water tank OPT OPT $1,510

Draw water from an external source, such as a jerry can or 
bucket OPT OPT $325

Water system outlet - for pressurised water OPT OPT $125

D R A W B A R  S T O R A G E :

Front boot: Equipped with 2 sealed lockers accessible on the 
LHS & RHS. The LHS is standard with a sliding fridge drawer, 
insulation, 12V power & venting. The RHS compartment is 
fitted with a pressure switch activated LED light

STD STD $4,250

RHS slide out tray with tie down points OPT STD $620

Drawer swap RHS to LHS (for longer fridges) OPT STD $130

Evakool 60 RF Fridge/Freezer with custom TRACK layout incl. 
MSA tiedown straps (suggested upgrade to Anderson plug in 
front boot) 

OPT OPT $1,734

Front boot pantry short slide OPT OPT $1,130

Front boot pantry long slide OPT OPT $1,220

Additional front boot pantry dividers ea. OPT OPT $85

Front boot shelf 440 or 510mm above the short slide OPT OPT $390

Front boot shelf 440 or 510mm above the long slide OPT OPT $390

RHS venting & power (for a 2nd fridge) OPT OPT $370

Anderson plug or Engel Posi-Lock in fridge compartment OPT OPT $65

Front storage box bike mounting brackets (add bike racks) OPT OPT $1,300

1 x bike rack (max 4, requires front storage brackets) OPT OPT $550

Drawbar extension OPT OPT $750

ISI 2 Bike Rack (inc. chassis mount) OPT OPT $1,228

ISI 4 Bike Rack (inc. chassis mount) *spare wheel requires 
relocation OPT OPT $1,498

Optional ISI car fit kit, vehicle info required for pricing / spec OPT OPT POA

Overall length 4900mm

Overall width 1920mm

Height unladen 2150mm

Interior setup length 4800mm

Tent area size 1700x2000mm

Wheel track 1650mm

FIRETAIL FIRETAIL SPARK

*Tare mass 1000kg 1100kg

*Load capacity 500kg 700kg

*Aggregate Trailer Mass (ATM) 1500kg 1800kg

*Ball weight 150kg 155kg

Departure angle 30˚

Suspension travel 250mm

Water tank 108L

2nd water tank (opt) 70L

Jerry cans Up to 5

All pricing and model information is correct at the time of print 18.02.2024. Subject to TRACK TRAILER® (Harvey Technology 
PTY LTD) Standard Terms and Conditions of Sale. The specifications in this brochure are subject to change without notice.




